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Abstract-The basic purpose of this paper is to present a new oscillation criteria for second-order 
sublinear differential equation 
[a(t)+bc(t))~‘(t)]’ + q(t)fb(t)) = 0, t 2 to > 0, 
where a E C’([to, oo)) is positive function, q E C([to, 00)) has no restriction on its sign, $, f E CT1 (R) 
are such that Q(z) > 0, zf(s) > 0 for z # 0. @ 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to present two new oscillation criteria for second-order nonlinear 
differential equation 
where 
(9 a E Cl([to, 00); ((A~)), 
(ii) q E C([to, 00); R) has no restriction on its sign, 
(iii) 1c, E C(R;R), G(Z) > 0, for z # 0, 
(iv) f E C1(R : R) satisfies 
(Cl> 
It will be supposed that equation (E) is strongly sublinear in the sense that 
J q(u) -du<oc o+ f(u) and J +cu> -du<oo. o- f(u) 
We restrict our attention only to the solutions of the differential equation (E) that exist on 
some ray [T, oo), where T 2 to may depend on the particular solutions. Such a solution is said 
to be oscillatory if it has arbitrarily large zeros, and otherwise, it is said to be nonoscillatory. 
Equation (E) is called oscillatory if all its solutions are oscillatory. 
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The problem of finding oscillation criteria for second-order nonlinear differential equations, 
which involve the average behaviour of the integral of the alternating coefficient, has received the 
attention of many authors. Among numerous papers which involve such criteria, we choose to 
refer to [l-21]. 
Both oscillation results established here involve the average behavior of the integral of the 
alternating coefficient q. These criteria are based on the idea of the use of a class of the pa- 
rameter functions H(t, s). In 1989, using such a class of functions Philos [9] has proved three 
oscillation theorems for linear differential equation of second order, which are extension of Yan’s 
criterion [19]. Several years later, Grace [2] proceed further in this direction and extended those 
results to the more general differential equation with a damped term 
Recently, following the result of Philos [12], Li and Yeh [4] introduce the constant M~,J, defined 
by 
Mf” = min 
inL>0 (f’(x)@(~)/+)) i&,0 (f’(xP(x)/~(x)) 
1 + inf,,O (f’(s)@(z)/$(z)) ’ 1 + inf,<o (f’(zr)@(3)/$~(z)) > ’ 
where 5 au) -du, x>O, 
Q(x) = 
J o+ f(u) 
I 
= G(u) -du, x<O, 
o- f(u) 
and proved the following oscillation criteria for equation (E). 
THEOREM A. (See [4j.) Let H : V = {(t, S) 1 t 2 s 2 to} -+ R be a continuous function together 
with partial derivative with respect to the second variable, satisfying the conditions 
H(t, t> = 0, fort 2 to, wt, s) > 0, for t > s > to, (HI) 
dH(t, s) -= o 
as ’ 
fort>to, ~ afJct7 s) < o 
ds -- 
for (t,s) E 23, 052) 
; a(s)z$t,s) 2 0, for (t, s) E D, (H3) 
aHi;+) 
lim inf ~ 
t-+m II(t, s) 
> -00, for every s > to. (H4) 
If there exists a positive function e E C2([t ~,a)), with (a(t)e’(t))’ < 0 such that for some 
a E 10, Mm1 
1 J 
t 
lim sup ~ 
t+cm H(t,to) to
H(t, s)e* (Sk(s) ds = a, 
then equation (E) is oscillatory. 
In the case where u(t) = 1 and q(x) = 1, equation (E) reduces to the equation 
2” + q(t)f(x) = 0. (E*) 
Taking H(t, s) = (t - s)~ for some integer m 2 1, which obviously satisfies conditions (HI)-(Hd), 
Theorem A reduces to T$prem 1 in [12] for equation (E*). 
Moreover, under some skronger condition for the function e, Philos in [la] also proved the 
following oscillation criterion for equation (E’). 
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where 
1j = m.in inLo f’(xP(x) ink0 f’(x)F(x) 
1 -I- inf,>o f’(z)F(z) ’ 1 + inf,<o f’(z)F(z) 
, o 
’ 
x du 
F(x) = J- o+ fW 
2 > 0, 
x du 
s- o-f(u)’ x<“* 
Let m be an integer m 2 1 and Q E C2([to, co)) be a positive function such that 
(e/j2 5 WW’)> on [to,m), 
where c is a positive constant. 
Equation (I?) is oscililatory if there exists a continuous function cp on [to, co) with 
(C2> 
where v+(s) = max{cp(s),O}, s 2 to and such that 
l$n~p A; l(t - a)” [~(a)]~’ Q(S) da 2 V(T), for every T 2 to. 
+ 
Notice, that for m = l, the previous theorem reduces to Theorem 1 in [8]. 
In this paper, we proceed further in direction of Theorem A and present two oscillation theorems 
which include as particular cases some previous theorems, as for example Theorem B. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
(i) Q E C2([to, oe)) be a positive concave function such that 
4th?‘(t>12 I --c bWw4~)7 for every t 2 to, (RI) 
for some positive constant c, 
(ii) H(t,s) be a twice continuously differentiable function on D with respect to the second 
variable which satisfies conditions (HI)-(Hd) and 
lim inf - H(t, s> < o. 1 t-ma H(t, to) - ’ (H5) 
s f12(s) ds < co, Ps) 
Then equation (E) is oscillatory if there exists a function cp E C( [to, co)) such that condition (Cz) 
holds and 
1 
I 
t. 
lim sup - 
t-+m W&T) T 
Wt, 3) e’(s) 4s) ds 2 cp(T), cc31 
for every T 2 to and some a E [0, Mf,$]. 
PROOF. Let x(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of the differential equation (E) and let TO 2 to be 
such that x(t) # 0 for all t 2 TO. Furthermore, we define 
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Then, we obtain for t 2 To 
which implies 
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w’(t) = e a 
According to selection of the number (3: is 
f’(x)@(x) > (y: 
ti(x) -1-a’ 
so that we have 
for 2 # 0, 
Thus, for every t, T with t 2 T > To, we obtain 
Since 
J 
t - H(t, s)[u(s)w’(s)]‘ds = H(t, T)u(T)w’(T) + 
T J Tt g(t, s)u(s)w’(s) ds 
= H(t, T)u(T)w’(T) - g(t, T)u(T)w(T) 
- Lt 44; ($tt, 444) ds, 
for every t > T 1 TO, we have 
& Lt H(t, s)e”(sMs) ds i 4’)w’(T) - $ifW) @MT) 
-& i w(s); (g(t, s)u(s)) ds + & [ :;~;;‘“‘s~;;s’lr w(s) ds 
J 
t 4s) 
- (1 - $I@, T) T H(t’ ‘)w(s) 
e’(s) 
2 
w’(s) - e(s) w(s) ds. 
(3) 
(4) 
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Thus, by condition (Cs), we get for T 2 TO 
a(T)w’(T) - a(T)w(T) liminf g(t, T) 
t+m H(t,T) 
2 y>(T) + liminf t+oo j&~wg (~(t~sb~s)) ds 
+ lim inf tea, j&~wt’s) (-[“‘s;($o(“) w(s)ds 
t 
+‘!%if (1 - aP;l(t,T) T J 
4s) 
at, s> - 
4s) 
w’(s) - $# w(s))’ ds, 
and accordingly, we conclude that for every T 2 TO 
lim inf t-m & j,lH(t,s) (-l”‘sb$o()“) w(s)ds < co, 
Hence, 
(5) 
(6) 
1 
+ lim inf - 
J 
t E(t, s)w(s)u’(s) ds, 
t-co H(t,T) T ds 
so that, by (7), we have 
1 
lim inf - J t s(t, s)w(s)u(s) ds < co. t+oo H(t,T) T ds2 (9) 
Because of (6) and (9) there exists a sequence { T,}~,=N in the interval (To, 00) with lim,,, rn= 00 
and such that 
1 J Tn 4s) -- rko H(T,, To) To ff(% s> - 4s) w’(s) - $$ w(s)>a ds < 00, (10) 
1 J 7, k% H(T,, To) To dHds(~,, s) u s) w(s) ds < 03. (11) 
Now, we shall establish that 
limsup a(t)w(t) < 00. 
t t-?co w-4 
Let us consider an arbitrary positive constant ~1. By condition (Hs), we can consider a constant p 
with 
i;fO l\m$f +$&$I > p > 0. 
L 
(13) 
7 
Suppose that (12) fails. Then there exists a TI 2 TO such that 
4tMt) > k 
t -p’ 
for all t 2 Tl. 
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Thus, we obtain for t > Tl 
1 J ’ d=H -(t, s)a(s)w(s) ds 2 & lt g(t, sb(s)w(s) ds H(t,To) tro as= > 1 
2 p J t d”H(t,s)sds PH(t,To) ~1 as= 
P 
= pH(t, To) 
H(t,Tl) - r,!f+Wd 
> e H(ttTl) 
-PHo’ 
Since (13) ensures that 
lim inf H(t, Tl) 
t-+m H(t,to) >” 
there exists a T2 > TI such that 
Htt, TI) 
- > P, 
H(t,to) - 
for every t 2 Tz. 
Thus, 
1 J t d=H -(t, s) 4s)w(s) ds 2 P, H(t,To) ~~ as= for all t 2 T2, 
and consequently, for all sufficiently large n 
1 J ‘7-m a2H -(G, s) u(s) w(s) ds I CL. H(7mTo) ~~ as= 
Since p > 0 is arbitrary, we prove that 
1 
Tn 
F!% H(7,,To) To ds= J E(7,, s) u(s) w(s) ds = 03, 
which contradicts (11). So, we proved (12). 
Next, we shall prove that 
L;$$(w’(s)-$$w(s))=ds<cm. 
Suppose on the contrary, that there exists a Tl > TO such that 
t 44 J-C 
2 
To 4s) 
w’(s) - 
e’(s) 
- 4s) 
e(s) 
ds> E, for every t 2 Tl, 
P 
where p is arbitrary positive constant. Then, for all t 2 Tl we have 
(14 
(15) 
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& llg(t, S) $$ (w’(s) - $ w(s)) 2 ds 2 1-1, for all t 2 T2, 
so that for all sufficiently large n, we have 
1 
-- 
J 
Tn H(T,, s) 39. 
H(L, To) TO 4s) 
w’(s) - z w(s) 
> 
2 
ds 1 PU, 
which contradicts (lo), and therefore, proves (15). 
By a similar arguments, using (5), we can prove 
lrw(s) (-‘“‘;[;P”‘) ds < co. 
Further, e’(t) is nonincreasing function, so that we have for t 1 TO 
J 
t 
e(t) - G’o) = e’(s) ds > (t - To)e’(t), To 
which ensures that 
Using condition (RI):, we derive, for every t 2 TO, 
t a(::) J ( -- To w(ns) w’(s) - # wcs,>a ds 
= 
J 
t 
= a(s) fw%)12 ds _ 2 a(t)d(t) w(t) + 2 a(To)@‘(To) w(To) 
7-O w(s) e(t) Co) 
+ 2 
J 
t bW(41’ 
e(s) 
2 
J 
.t a;) bw12 
w(s)ds - l ($$)2a(s)w(s)ds 
ds _ 2 a(t)@‘(t) 
4s) e(t) 
ww(t) + 2 a(To)e’(To) 
e0-b) w(To) 
+(c+2) J 
t [a(s)@‘(s)l’ w(s) & 
To e(s) 
Therefore, 
J 
O” a(s) b’W12 -ds 52 t e’(t) limsup- lim sup aWw(t) To 4s) Ii t-cm e(t) t-+w t 1 
(16) 
(17) 
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which, because of (12), ( 17), ensures that 
J 
cm 
a(s) [w’(s)12 ds < co. 
To w(s) 
(18) 
Finally, by using (8) 
J O” [cp+(412 - ds 5 To s s O” ~2wJ’(4 + WM412 ds To 
5M J M ucs,/w%i + s2b)w(s)12 ds T-0 4s) 
52M Sm .(s)u ds + 2M M a(s)C12(s)w(s) ds To 4s) / . To 
52M Jrn n(s)uds+2M2 O”sf12(s)ds, To w(s) J to 
where M = SuptzTo a(t)w(t)/t and by (12), M is finite. Thus, because of (18) and (Hs), we come 
to a contradiction with assumption (Cz). 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Consider the differential equation 
[~Z’(t)]‘+t*coSt[,Z(t),C+2sgn2+23(t)] =O, O<a<l. 
Then, for all x # 0 
xf(x) > 0, 
Further, for every x # 0 
f’(x) = (a + 2)lzla+l + 3x2 > 0. 
Q(x) = - .I 
I4 du < ‘4 du _ [x11--a 
J 
-- 
o+ ua + u - o+ ua l-a’ 
and consequently, 
f’(x) f’(x) 2: @Cx)qq = zfo Wx) $(x) - z>o 1 - Q - < inf 21-a [(cl! + 2)xa-1 + 31 = e. 
On the other hand, for every x # 0, we derive 
Q(x) = - J ‘2’ du > J I4 du __ = wa o+ u”+u - o+ 2U” 2(1 - a)’ if 12) 5 1 
and 
Q(x) = - - - zz J Ix’ du > s ’ du > J ’ du 1 o+ tP+u - o.+ua+u- 0+2?la 2(1 - a) ’ if 12) 2 1, 
and therefore, for x # 0 we have 
,(x)m , IXP 
Yxx) - 2(1 - a) [(a + 2)]xla-l + 31 = Q +2;y$-a > 2(“1 “_ ;, , for 1x1 < 1 
and 
,(,)Ql > (a+2)W-r -t-3 3 of2 
@(x) - 2(1 - Q) > 2(1 a) > 2(1 a)’ for 1x1 2 1. - - 
Hence, 
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Accordingly, 
(a + 2)/2(1 - a) a+2 
Mfpti z 1+ (a: + 2)/(1 - o) = -G-’ 
so that we can take /3 = (o + 2)/6. 
Now, we can choose p(t) = P, where we take p such that 
O<~<min{l, -&}. 
Then, we have that 0 < /.L < 1, so that the function Q is concave and moreover condition (RI) is 
satisfied for arbitrary constant c such that c >_ p/(1 - v - cl). 
firther, by taking H(t,s) = (t - .s)~ for t 2: s 2 to, for every T 1 to, we obtain 
lim sup $ 
J 
‘(t - s)~s& toss 2 -T” sinT + T6, 
a+2 
t-co T 
a=x+pg. 
Notice that according to selection of the number p is 6 < 0. Then there exists a tl > to such 
that for T > tl 
lim sup f J t(t-s)2s6cossds> -T6sinT-E. t-ccl T 
Now, set v(T) = -T6 sinT - e and consider an integer N such that 2Nn + 57r/4 2 max{tr, (1 + 
&z)‘/~}. Then, for all integers n 2 N, we have 
q(T) 2 L 
Jz’ 
foreveryTE 2nr+?,2nr+; , 1 
which implies 
Accordingly, all conditions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied, and hence, equation (El) is oscillatory. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let 
(i) e E C2( [to, co)) be a positive function such that 
e”(t) > 0 and [a(t)e’(t)]’ L 0, for every t 1 to, (R2) 
(ii) H(t, s) be a twice continuously differentiable function on V with respect to the second 
variable which satisfies conditions (Hr)-(I&). Th en equation (E) is oscillatory if there 
exists a function cp E C([to,oo)) such that (Cs) holds for every T 2 to and some /3 E 
10, Mf ,+I and 
(C4) 
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PROOF. Let z(t) be a solution of.the differential equation (E) on an interval [To, oo), To > to, 
with z(t) # 0 for all t 2 TO. Let w(t) be define by (1). Then, as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we 
derive (8), (12), (15)-(17). Furthermore, for every t 2 T,, we obtain 
J 
t a(s) lw'W12 
TO TdS = +. 4s) J ( To 2u(s) w’(s) - $+ w(s))~ ds 
+ 2 a(e?‘(t) 
e(t) 
wct) _ 2 a(To>e’tTo) 
eG%) 
w(To) 
+2 SC t _ [ats>d(s)l' w  dsTO e(s) >
I t 4s) J-C To w(s) w’(s) 
+ 2 a(t)@‘@) wtt) + 2 t I( _ bts>e’ts>l’ e(t) > w(s) ds TO e(s)
+Ml (s)‘sds, 
where M = SUPt>To (a(++)/+ A ccordingly, by taking into account (12)) (15)-( 17)) we conclude 
that there exists a positive constant K such that 
J 
t a(s) bW12 
To 
-d~<K~~~(+)~sds, t2To. 
w(s) 
Finally, by (8) and ( 19), for t 2 TO we have 
09) 
ds J To k+ts)12 & + J t = b+ts)12 ds to S 
L J To t k+;')12 ds +; a(s) b'(s) + w>w(42 ds to J b+h2 ds +2M TO 4s) J To ta(s) [w'ts>12 & to S J TO 4s) 
J 
t 
+2M Q2(s)a(s)w(s) ds 
To 
.I 5 To [cp+(412 to -ds+2MK 1; (#)2sds+2M2&R2(s)ds, S 
which for all t 2 TO implies 
{~~($$)2sds}-‘Jt~ds< {l; (!?@)2sds}-jTo [V+(s)12ds 
to t0 S 
+ 2MK + 2M2 {LOT” ($$)2sds}-‘&42c,,,s, 
and therefore, by (Hs) and (Cd) gives a desired contradiction. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Consider the differential equation 
(22(t)t”‘(t))‘+t (tt~)-*sint[r(t)(“t2sgnz+r3(t)l =O. 
032) 
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for t 2 to > e, where 0 <: cx < 1 and X 5 (o + 2)/6. Then, we can take H(t, s) as in Example 2.1 
and @ = X since X 5 &If,@. We define e(t) = t + ln2 t/2 and observe that (Rz) is fulfilled, while 
condition (RI) is not. Furthermore, for every t 1 T > to, we have 
kt H(t, s) @(s) q(s) ds = lt(t - s)2s sin s ds 
=(t-T)2TcosT-t2sinT+2t(2TsinT+cost-t2cosT) 
- 6TcosT - 6sint +6sinT - 3T2sinT, 
and consequently, 
Wt, s> ~‘$4 4s) ds = T COST - sinT 2 TcosT - 2. 
Thus, (Cs) holds with q(T) = TcosT - 2, T 2 to. We consider a number tl such that tl 2 
max{ts, 4fi). Next, we choose an integer N such that 2N7r - 7r/4 2 tl, so that for every integer 
n > N, we obtain 
T 
cp(T) L - 
2Jz’ 
for every T E 
[ 
2nr - s, 2nr + 51 . 
Then, for n 2 N, we get 
J 
2na+m/4 (p2+(s) 
-dds>; 
J 
2n?r+n/4 7r2n 
- 
sds=--, 
s 2nn-r/4 s 2na-r/4 8 
and therefore, 
lim sup L 
J 
t cp:w 1 
s 
2mr+?r/4 
- ds 2 lim sup 
boo log t to s n+oo log(2nx + ?r/4) to s 
As it is proved in [8, Remark 31, condition (C4) is satisfied if the following condition holds: 
1 
lim sup - 
s 
t (P2+(4 -ds=co. 
t+w logt to s 
Consequently, differential equation (Es) is oscillatory by the application of Theorem 2.2. 
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